Given a parameterized quantum circuit such that a certain setting of these realvalued parameters corresponds to Grover's celebrated search algorithm, can a variational algorithm recover these settings and hence learn Grover's algorithm? We tried several constrained variations of this problem and answered this question in the affirmative, with some caveats. Grover's quantum search algorithm is optimal up to a constant. The success probability of Grover's algorithm goes from unity for two-qubits, decreases for three-and four-qubits and returns near unity for five-qubits then oscillates ever-so-close to unity, reaching unity in the infinite qubit limit.
Introduction
Grover's algorithm [6] is one of the most celebrated quantum algorithms, enabling quantum computers to quadratically outperform classical computers at database search provided database access is restricted to a 'black box' -called the oracle model. In addition to the wide application scope of database search, Grover's algorithm has further applications as a subroutine used in a variety of other quantum algorithms.
Jacob Biamonte: jacob.biamonte@qubit.org, DeepQuantum.AI Variational hybrid quantum/classical algorithms have recently become an area of significant interest [4, 8, 10, 13, 14, 17, 19] . Here we consider a variational approach to the established problem of Grover's search [6] . Note that Grover's search was generalized to the setting of adiabatic quantum computing in [15, 16] . Grover's quantum search algorithm has been shown to be asymptotically optimal [2, 3, 21] and hence provides a limiting test case to apply contemporary variational hybrid quantum/classical algorithms to.
We apply a variational algorithm to see if we can recover Grover's algorithm under several constraining scenarios. We motivate our study by recalling that sequencing two Hermitian projectors (Hamiltonians) can be used to recover Grover's search algorithm exactly. We then constrain the search space. For example, in one scenario we fix the oracle-as is standard-to apply a phase factor of −1 to the marked item when varying the time the diffusion generator is applied. In another scenario, we allow the oracle and the diffusion to take the same angle in all iterations. The main objective is to see if a variational algorithm is capable of recovering Grover's algorithm given different restrictions. A peculiar finding is an experimentally discernible improvement of 5.77% and 3.95% for three-and four-qubits respectively (compared to Grover's search algorithm).
Structure
In Section 3 we will overview the variational search algorithm, define the four different restrictions we will impose on the algorithm, and show this problem contains as one variational solution Grover's original algorithm. Then we compare variational search and Grover's search in Section 4. Finally the conclusion provides a detailed discussion about some of the more subtle points sur-rounding this study.
Variational quantum search
In this section we will layout the notation and the different versions of the variational algorithm that we consider.
Let n be the number of qubits and let N = 2 n be the size of the search space. We are searching for a particular bitstring ω = ω 1 , ω 2 , ω 3 , ..., ω n . We define a pair of rank-1 projectors.
where |s =
n |x . To find |ω , we consider a split-operator variational ansatz, formed by sequencing a pair of operators. These operators prepare a state |ϕ(α, β) , with vectors α = α 1 , α 2 , ..., α p and β = β 1 , β 2 , ..., β p . We seek to minimize the orthogonal complement of the subspace for the searched string (3) .
We sometimes call (2) the driver Hamiltonian or diffusion operator. The state is varied to minimize this orthogonal component (4) .
To prepare the state we develop the sequence (5).
Where the operators are defined as (6) and (7).
The length of the sequence is 2p, for integer p.
We consider now the following problems on which the variational algorithm will work. In this problem we have fixed the standard black-box oracle of Grover's algorithm and the algorithm optimizes for the angles in the diffusion operator. We also consider a restricted variational problem where all the diffusion operators must apply the same variational angle. A third problem to which we will apply the variational algorithm is considering both the oracle and the diffusion angles as variational parameters. We consider in this case a phase matching condition, meaning that angles are restricted to be equal. 
Finally we consider variations of the oracle angles of the oracle and the diffusion operator separately.
Problem 3.4 (Variational Oracle and Diffusion). Same as problem 3.1 but finding 2p angles
We also call this last variation a two-level split operator ansatz. Note that the angles obtained in (4) only minimize the selected cost function for a particular number of qubits. Once the number of qubits change, the angles obtained in the minimization do not necessarily give the highest probability to find the searched item. Also its important to note that these angles are independent of ω, if we fix the number of qubits in the problem and run the algorithm with a particular set of angles, then these angles give the same probability no matter the ω we are looking for. As stated earlier our objective in this work is to see if variational algorithms are able to recover Grover's algorithm, for this we need a way of comparing both algorithms.
To compare these variational algorithms with Grover's algorithm, consider the two-level splitoperator ansatz case for p = 1. Here we recover Grover's operators as the optimal solution for finding a particular string. To prove this, first note that there is only one pair of angles (α, β), so we consider (6) and (7) directly. Since |ω ω| is a projector we can expand (6) .
Where in the last step we have defined α = α − π. Now we expand the unitary for the driver Hamiltonian (9) .
Where ∼ relates the equivalence class of operators indiscernible by a global phase, H is the Hadamard gate and β = β − π. Notice that for α = β = 0 Grover's oracle and diffusion operators are recovered. To see that the variational search includes Grover's operators for the case p > 1, let us im-
In Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b the circuits for the oracle and the diffusion operator respectively are shown. If i pairs of operators (6) and (7) are applied to the initial state |s as in (5), then we write the prepared state as (10) .
We can relate the amplitudes of one step with the amplitudes of the next step with a recursion such as those that appear in (13) and (14); we express the effect of the operators for the variational search over the state as a matrix (11) .
Here a = e ıα − 1 and b = e ıβ − 1. Notice that for a = b = −2 the same relation between amplitudes at different steps in (13) and (14) up to a global phase in the definition of the Grover operators is obtained. Thus, the variational search space includes Grover's original algorithm. From this matrix it is also possible to see that if the target state is changed, then the angles found through the variational algorithm will give the same probabilities.
An arbitrary phase applied by the oracle was first proposed in [20] although only remarks regarding the use of an arbitrary phase to get higher probabilities for the searched item were done, afterwards several studies regarding the validity of replacing Grover's oracle and diffusion operator with an arbitrary phase version were made [7, 9, 11, 12] . The main conclusion is that a phase matching condition is required. This condition roughly stated requires the arbitrary angles in the oracle and the diffusion operator to be approximately equal. To address this, we consider also in this work the problem shown in definition 3.3, restricting the variational angles to be equal.
Comparison of
was found that for the first qubits and for the same number of operator applications (or oracle calls) p on which Grover obtains the greatest probability, the variational algorithm achieves greater probabilities for finding the searched string. Comparison for the first steps is found for 3 and 4 qubits are shown in Fig. 1 . The same plot is obtained for the variational algorithm defined for problems 3.1, 3.3 and 3.4. In Fig. 2 we show the probability for the searched item for 3 and 4 qubits in the case of problem 3.2. It is possible to see that in this case the advantage over Grover's algorithm is lost. We also show in table 1, for the variational problem 3.3, the percentage increase between the variational algorithm and Grover's for the probabilities at the number of oracle calls on which this probability is maximal from 2 to 6 qubits. For higher numbers of qubits this difference becomes negligible, although there are small oscillations. The same numbers are obtained (except the angle) for the algorithms in problems 3.1 and 3.4. We show in Fig. 3 the probability for finding the solution as a function of the only angle and number of qubits when considering the algorithm of problem 3.3. In case of problem 3.1 we recover the same probabilities for the marked state as in Grover's algorithm, without the small improvement shown in Fig. 1 . From the matrix in (11) and imposing a = b it is possible to plot the probability as a function of the variational angle α and the number of qubits for the algorithm in problem 3.3. We show this plot for 3 to 6 qubits in Fig. 3 . The local maximum at π is clearly seen at n = 3 qubits but also at more qubits this angle is not the global maximum. The variational search manages to find these global maxima if a basin hopping method [18] for optimization (the search space of the angle is bounded since we restrict to α ∈ [0, π]) is used. The difference of the probabilities to find the solution between the original Grover's algorithm and the variational search does not diminish monotonically with the number of qubits, this is shown in Fig. 4 . The same results are obtained for problems 3.1, 3.3, 3.4. In the case of problem 3.2, the difference is negligible.
For low N = 2 n , where n is the number of qubits in the search, the variational search provides sequences that are more likely to succeed in finding the solution than Grover's algorithm.
Grover's algorithm has been proven to be optimal. This slight advantage of the variational algorithm over Grover's is possible since the proofs have considered a large number of qubits [2, 3, 21] . We show in the following that this advantage disappears for large N .
To prove this we first consider the following theorem. Before proving this we give proof of a proposition proved in [21] .
Proposition 4.2. For N
1 the probability of measuring the target state |ω after making p oracle calls in Grover's algorithm is P p = sin 2 (pφ + φ/2).
Proof of proposition 4.2.
We call the state of the system for step i of Grover's algorithm |ψ i and the target state is denoted |ω . As an initial state for the algorithm we have
x=0 |x . Following [21] we write the state of the system in the ith state (12) with (13) and (14) .
This can be written as the result of applying a rotation [21] with cos(φ) = 1 − . The initial state can be written in terms of this angle.
After applying a rotation with angle φ, p times (equivalent to applying both operators p times), if N 1 then
Hence, the probability of measuring |ω after p steps is (15) .
With this, now we prove theorem 4.1.
Proof of theorem 4.1. From (15) we can calculate the maximum for the probability in the segment [0, π). What we actually need is to calculate p max for which the probability is maximum in said segment. We know there is a maximum at π/2, thus
Then, for N 1 we have
Recall that p represents the oracle calls, thus it must be an integer. Then the maximum must be either (17) or (18) .
or
We want to prove that as N → ∞ then the maximum probability goes to one. That is, we want to prove lim N →∞ (pφ + φ/2) = π/2. We prove this with the following limit (19) -we can replace (17) with (18) and the result follows anyway.
Hence, sin 2 (pφ + φ/2) → 1.
With these results then its clear that the advantage is at best negligible for large N .
Conclusion
Let us reflect on several features relating to the most promising results of this study and contrast these with some of the more peculiar shortcomings.
An unusual feature of Grover was the small oscillation in the success probability going form unity for two-qubits and then decreasing for three-and four-qubits. This provided some slack for our variational approach to remove. In fact, with one angle (shared by both the oracle as well as the diffusion operator), we don't always match the performance of Grover (for five or more qubits). Additional angles however add more degrees of freedom for the optimization procedure to succeed. When considering variational angles for the diffusion operator but not for the oracle operator, theres is still the same advantage as in the case of the variational algorithm with only one angle shared between oracle and diffusion operator. The advantage disappears when only one variational angle is considered for the diffusion operator and the standard oracle of Grover's algorithm is used.
We have presented a transfer matrix (11) , interestingly, the optimization procedure is general in the sense that if we restrict to this transfer matrix, this defines the angle(s) for any search item. In other words, if we find the corresponding angle(s) for a given number of items to search in, we can use this same angle again and again for different search items. Nonetheless it must be noted that the angle(s) obtained through the variational algorithm will only give optimal probabilities for a given number of qubits n in the search problem. For a different n, the algorithm needs to be rerun. Table 1 : Percentage increase between the highest probability for finding the solution after measurement obtained in Grover and the two-level variational ansatz. Percent given as a function of N = 2 n where n is the number of qubits and at step p max on which the probability of finding the solution string is maximum. The same table is obtained for the two-level split-operator ansatz with one angle or with 2p angles. Both the diffusion and oracle use the same angle. : Difference between variational and Grover. As the number of qubits grows there are exponentially diminishing oscillations in this difference. Each probability is defined for the optimal step in Grover's algorithm for the number of qubits.
